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An introduction is given to the crossover theory of the conformational and
thermodynamic properties of star polymers in good solvents. The cross-
over theory is tested against Monte Carlo simulation data for the structure
and thermodynamics of model star polymers. In good solvent conditions,
star polymers approach a “universal” limit as N → ∞ ; however, there are
two types of approach towards this limit. In the dilute regime, a critical de-
gree of polymerization N∗ is found to play a similar role as the Ginzburg
number in the crossover theory for critical phenomena in simple fluids. A
rescaled penetration function is found to control the free energy of star poly-
mer solutions in the dilute and semidilute regions. This equation of state
captures the scaling behaviour of polymer solutions in the dilute/semidilute
regimes and also performs well in the concentrated regimes, where the
details of the monomer-monomer interactions become important.
Key words: star polymer, computer simulation, renormalization group,
polymer field theory
PACS: 61.25.Hq
1. Introduction
Star polymers are macromolecules consisting of a number f (arm number) of
linear polymer chains tethered to a central core. As the number of the arms and the
radius of the core increase, they exhibit properties very different from linear poly-
mers. With a microscopic core and f ≫ 1, star polymers in different solvents exhibit
the static properties of colloidal particles [1–3] (including micelles [4,5]), gel- [6] and
solid-like [7,8] structures. If the core size is much larger than characteristic size of
the individual arm, such an entity is called a “nanoparticle”, and its properties are
dominated by the cross-linked nanometer-sized core [9]. The unique structural and
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dynamical properties of star polymers make them very attractive for investigators
(see also [10–12]). This subject has become a very active research field for scientists
with a diverse range backgrounds, including physicists who are interested in the uni-
versal scaling properties and crossover behaviour of polymer solutions in the bulk
and at an interface, as well as physical chemists investigating in association colloids
and microemulsions. During the last 10 years, there have been a vast number of the-
oretical [13–33], computer simulation [34–60], and experimental studies [2–8,61–68]
of the static properties of star polymers at different solvent conditions. The range of
the topics of these researches is extremely wide. It includes the conformation prop-
erties of isolated star polymers [18,27,37,42,49,50,52–54] and dilute star polymers
solutions in good solvents [19,24,30,41,43–46,48,55,56,64–66], the second virial co-
efficient [45,46,48,55,56,67,68], equation of state and thermodynamic properties of
star polymers in semidilute and concentrated regimes [14,22,25,28,62,63], freezing of
star polymers [33,58–60], adsorption [20,21,23], and star polymers grafted to a wall
[29,31,46]. A special place in these studies occupy star polymers at theta conditions
[13,15–17,19,26,32,36,38–41,43,54,57,63,67–69]. There has also been a large number
of studies of the dynamics of star polymers, which include the relations between
structure and dynamics [70–78], phase separation [79] and self-assembly kinetics
[80], relaxation phenomena [81–85], viscosity [86–88] and diffusion [89–93], rheolog-
ical behaviour [94,95], viscoelastic properties [96–98], and glass transition [99].
As with linear polymers, three major regions can be identified for star polymers,
depending on the nature of the interactions between the monomer segments: (i)
poor conditions, (ii) θ solvent conditions, and (iii) good solvent conditions. The
poor solvent conditions correspond to the situation when the attractive interactions
make a major contribution to the interactions between the monomer segments of
the polymer. At these conditions, the details of the monomer-monomer interactions
affect the properties of the polymer. In these situations, the polymer exists as a
collapsed globule.
As the temperature increases, the attractive interactions become less and less sig-
nificant and the repulsive interactions eventually cancel, or balance out, the effect of
the attractive interactions. In this situation, the macromolecule displays character-
istics very similar to a random walk (RW), where there are no interactions between
the various segments. These conditions are referred to as θ conditions. The θ re-
gion separates the poor solvent region from the good solvent region, and its size is
fairly small for large macromolecules, varying as ∼M −1/2, where M is the polymer
molecular weight.
In good solvent conditions, when the monomer-monomer interactions are primar-
ily dominated by excluded volume (EV) interactions and the attractive interactions
play only a minor role (in real systems, this typically occurs at high temperatures),
many properties of the macromolecule become “universal”. That is, the properties
become independent of the details of the monomer interactions and depend only on
the general features of the macromolecule, such as its molecular weight and archi-
tecture. As we will discuss later, there are, in general, two good solvent regimes.
The infinite molecular weight (M → ∞) limit of both these regimes are identical;
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however, the “direction of approach” to this limit is different.
The objective of this paper is to give an introduction into the crossover approach
to the describing of static properties of star polymers in good solvents. This approach
is based on the fundamental results of the renormalization group (RG) theory [100,
101] and during the last few years has been successfully applied to the describing
of the thermodynamic properties of such different systems as one-component fluids
and fluid mixtures [102–107], ionic solutions [108–110], polymer blends [111–114],
and microemulsions [115] near the second-order phase transitions, as well as to the
conformation properties of linear [116,117] and star [118] polymers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 3, we discuss the
properties of dilute star polymer solutions. In section 4, we discuss the semidilute
regime. In section 5, we discuss the concentrated regime.
2. Model star polymer
As mentioned in the introduction, there are many computer simulation studies
on the properties of star polymers. As a result, several different molecular models
for star polymers have been developed and studied, including lattice models on var-
ious types of lattices (e.g., tetrahedral [119] or simple cubic [45,47]) and continuum
models with various types of monomer-monomer interactions (e.g., Lennard-Jones
[34,49,55] or hard sphere [56,118]), and bonding constraints (e.g., Gaussian bonds
[34,56] or rigid bonds [118]).
l
σ
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a four-
arm (f = 4) star polymer with N = 5
spheres per arm. The diameter of the
spheres is σ, and the bond length is l.
The shaded sphere is the central “core”
sphere.
In this paper, we will focus primari-
ly on a simple model star polymer com-
posed of rigidly bonded hard spheres. A
schematic drawing is given in figure 1.
All of the spheres are of diameter σ. The
f arms of the star polymer are all at-
tached to a central “core” sphere. Each
arm consists of N spheres, and the bond
length between each of the spheres is
kept rigidly fixed at l. The angles be-
tween the bonds, however, are allowed
to freely vary. The spheres interact with
each other only through excluded vol-
ume (EV) effects. That is, the spheres
do interact with each other if they do
not overlap; however, if they do overlap,
there is an infinitely strong repulsion.
Because the monomers interact only re-
pulsively, these polymers are always in
the good solvent regime.
As the molecular weight of the star polymer increases, the properties approach a
universal limiting form which is independent of the details of the monomer-monomer
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interactions, but is dependent on the overall number of arms. The strength of the
excluded volume interactions can be adjusted by changing the hard-sphere diam-
eter. Without EV interaction (σ/l = 0 in figure 1), a star-shaped macromolecule
corresponds to the so-called ideal polymer chain which is mathematically equivalent
to the random walk model [120,121].
Because this model lacks attractive interactions between its monomer segments,
it does not exhibit the complications that can be associated with polymers in near
θ-solvent conditions. These effects may have relevance in real polymers. However,
our concern is only with polymers in the good solvent regime, away from the θ point.
In this limit, the details of the monomer-monomer should not be significant.
3. Dilute star polymers
At dilute concentrations, the size of the star polymers is much smaller than the
typical spacing between different star polymers. As a result, the polymers may be
treated as distinct entities. In this section, we first describe the structure of star
polymers at dilute concentrations. Then, we discuss the interaction between star
polymers. Finally, we describe the crossover description of these systems.
3.1. Structure
The conformational properties of a polymer molecule can be characterized by
many different quantities. Here, we only mention a few most important ones. The
mean square end-to-end (f = 1), or center-to-end for star-shaped polymers (f > 2),
distance [120,121] is defined as
〈R2〉 =
〈
(r0 − rN)
2
〉
, (1)
where r0 is the position of the core of the star polymer, and rN is the position of
the end-site of one of the arms of the star polymer.
The mean square radius of gyration 〈R2g〉 yields an overall size of a polymer. It
is defined as [120,121]
〈R2g〉 =
1
2M2
〈
M∑
i=0
M∑
j=0
(ri − rj)
2
〉
=
1
M
〈
M∑
i=1
(ri − rCM)
2
〉
, (2)
where M = Nf + 1 is the total number of interaction sites (spheres) in the star
polymer, and rCM is the position of the center of mass of the polymer.
The asphericity of A provides a description of the shape of a polymer. It is defined
as [122,123]
A = 1−
3
M
〈W 〉
〈R2g〉
, (3)
where
W =
M∑
i=0
M∑
j=0
[(∆xi)
2(∆yj)
2 + (∆yi)
2(∆zj)
2 + (∆xi)
2(∆zj)
2], (4)
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and ∆xi, ∆yi, and ∆zi are the Cartesian components of the vector ri − rCM (i.e.,
the displacement of monomer i from the center of mass of the polymer). For rod-like
molecules A = 1, and for the spherically symmetric molecules A = 0.
For three-dimension ideal star polymers the following formula was derived by
Wei and Eichinger [124] in the limit of the infinite chain (N →∞)
A(f) =
10 (15f − 14)
15 (f − 2)2 + 4 (15f − 14)
. (5)
For large values of f the asphericity vanishes like 10
9
f−1, which is in good agreement
with the results of a renormalization group (RG) study [30] and Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation [49]. There is no theoretical expression for asphericity of stars with EV
interaction, but MC simulations [30,37,49,54,125] indicate that, similar to ideal star
polymers, the asphericity of stars with EV also vanishes with increasing of f .
The statistical distribution of the end-to-end distance and of the radius of gyra-
tion of an ideal linear polymer is Gaussian [120,121]. The center-to-end distance and
the radius of gyration of an ideal star polymer also obey the Gaussian distribution, to
a high degree of accuracy [43,52,126]. As a consequence, the mean-square center-to-
end distance and the mean-square radius of gyration of a star-shaped macromolecule
without EV, similar to an ideal chain molecule, are linear in N . The difference be-
tween an ideal linear polymer and an ideal star polymer appears in the dependence
of the center-to-end distance and radius of gyration on f .
In the blob model of Daoud and Cotton [127] for star molecule without EV
(v = 0 in table I in [127])
〈R2g(N, f)〉0 ∝ Nf
1/2l2, (N ≫ f 1/2). (6)
Equation (6) exhibits an “ideal” dependence on N , but, because of the factor f 1/2,
the radius of gyration for star-shaped molecule is in fact larger than for the linear
chain. For the ratio
g(f) =
〈R2g(N, f)〉
〈R2g(N, f = 1)〉
(7)
at N = const, the Daoud-Cotton theory without EV yields via equation (6) g(f) ∝
f 1/2, while in the RWM [128] and RG theory in four dimension (d = 4 and ǫ = 0
in equation (4.4) in [129]) which is physically equivalent to the RWM [120], g(f) =
(3f − 2)/f 2.
The statistical distribution of the end-to-end distance and of the radius of gy-
ration of star polymers with EV interactions (σ > 0) and N ≫ 1 is Kuhnian
[121], rather than Gaussian, and the mean square center-to-end distance 〈R2(N, f)〉
and the mean square radius of gyration 〈R2g(N, f)〉 as N and f → ∞ behave like
[43,125,127,130]
〈R2(N, f)〉 ∝ 〈R2g(N, f)〉 ∝ N
2νf 1−νl2, (8)
where ν is the universal correlation-length exponent, which is equal to 0.588 for
a good solvent in three dimensions [131]. Since 2ν > 1, the most obvious effect
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of excluded volume interactions is the swelling of a polymer chain. The swelling
parameter α, or expansion factor, [132]
α2(N, f) =
〈R2g(N, f)〉
〈R2g(N, f)〉0
(9)
which for a polymer chain with EV interaction is always greater than one [121],
quantitatively specifies the role of volume interactions. In accordance with equa-
tions (6) and (8), for a star polymer with EV interaction α2 ∝ N2ν−1 ≈ N0.176 as
N → ∞ (with f held constant), which is in good agreement with the computer
simulation results [133].
The f -dependence of the swelling parameter for a star polymer with excluded vol-
ume interactions, however, is poorly predicted by Daoud-Cotton model, as compared
to simulation results. At fixed N , the Daoud-Cotton model yields α2 ∝ f (1−2ν)/2
(or equivalently, the swelling parameter vanishes as f −0.08, for large values of f),
while MC simulation results [39] and experimental data [18,63,134,135] indicate
that α2 increases with increasing of f . The RG calculations of Miyake and Freed
[129] (d = 3 and ǫ = 1 in equation (4.4) in [129]) yield qualitatively better pre-
dictions for the swelling parameter α2 and ratio g(f), which predicts that at con-
stant N , α2 ∝ g(f) ∝ f at f ≫ 1, while at constant molecular weight, the ratio
g(f) ∝ const+const · f−1 at f > 2, in a qualitative agreement with MC simulations
[37,55,125].
In addition, theories have been developed [136,118] to describe a crossover of
star polymers from the Gaussian (ideal) to Kuhnian (EV) scaling regimes. In the
theory developed by Lue and Kiselev [118], the mean-square center-to-end distance
for star polymers was expressed as a universal crossover function of the parameter
N¯ = fN/N∗. In this theory, a critical degree of polymerization N ∗, to be specified
below, was found to play a similar role as the Ginzburg number in second-order
phase transitions [100,101]. Polymers with 1≪ fN ≪ N ∗ (N¯ ≪ 1) exhibit Gaussian
statistics, and polymers with N ∗ ≪ fN (N¯ ≫ 1) are in the Kuhnian scaling regime.
A crossover from Gaussian statistics to the Kuhnian regime is observed when fN ≃
N∗ (N¯ ≃ 1). In this approach, the critical degree of polymerization N ∗ for the hard-
sphere polymers depends only on the ratio σ/l. Therefore, if the parameters f , N ,
and σ/l are known, all other properties of star polymer can be predicted. In figure 2,
we plot the dimensionless ratio
R¯2(N, f) =
〈R2(N, f)〉
〈R2(N, f = 1)〉0
(10)
calculated with the crossover expression obtained in our previous works for linear
chains [116,117] in comparison with MC simulation data [118] for star polymers
with 0.1 6 σ/l < 0.4472 and f 6 18. Excellent agreement between theory and MC
simulation data is observed. This theory and its application to the prediction of
other properties of star polymers will be considered in more detail in the following
sections.
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Figure 2.Dimensionless ratio R¯2(N, f) defined by equation (10) for star polymers
as a function of the rescaled degree polymerization N¯ : (i) simulation data from
[118] (symbols), (ii) calculated values for linear polymers from [117] (line).
3.2. Penetration function
As the polymer concentration increases, star polymers in good solvents can no
longer be considered as ideal solutions, and interactions between separate molecules
are needed to be taken into account. In the situation where the polymer concentra-
tion is non-vanishing, but the fraction of space occupied by the monomers is still
low, the osmotic pressure Π can be expanded in powers of cp
Π
NAkBT
=
cp
M
+B2c
2
p +O(c
3
p) + · · · . (11)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, NA is Avogadro’s number, T is the absolute
temperature of the system, cp is the number density of polymer molecules in the
system, and B2 is the second virial coefficient between two polymers.
The penetration function Ψ is often used to quantitatively characterize the influ-
ence of intermolecular interactions in dilute solutions. As we will demonstrate later,
it also plays a role in determining the properties of star polymer solutions in the
semi-dilute regime. It is defined as
Ψ =
(
d
12π
)d/2
2B2
〈R2g〉
d/2
, (12)
where d is the dimensionality of the system, and 〈R2g〉 is the mean-square radius of
gyration of the polymer at infinite dilution.
The penetration function is a ratio of the volume of space a molecule excludes
from other molecule to the volume of space that a molecule occupies. The larger the
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Figure 3. Variation of the penetration function with the degree of polymerization
N for (a) f = 3, (b) f = 4, (c) f = 5, and (d) f = 6 arm stars: (i) σ/l = 0.3
(circles), (ii) σ/l = 0.4472 (squares), and (iii) σ/l = 1.0 (triangles).
value of Ψ, the less penetrable a molecule is. For a simple hard sphere, Ψ ≈ 1.6 [45],
and for a linear chain in the infinite molecular weight limit, Ψ ≈ 0.25 [137–141]. Due
to its importance, there have been many experimental [13,142–146] and computer
simulation [45,55,118] studies of the penetration function.
As mentioned previously, there are two separate good solvent regions. Each have
the same infinite molecular weight limit; however, they differ in their direction of
approach to the infinite molecular weight limit. To illustrate this point, in figure 3
we plot the variation of the penetration function Ψ with the number of spheres
per arm N for three-, four-, five-, and six-arm star polymers with various values of
σ/l. For star polymers with σ/l < 0.4472, the penetration gradually increases with
molecular weight; for σ/l > 0.4472, the penetration function gradually decreases
with molecular weight. Regardless of the value of σ/l, the penetration function
approaches the same asymptotic limit as the molecular weight becomes infinitely
large. The closer the value of σ/l is to 0.4472, the more rapidly the penetration
function approaches its asymptotic value. This type of behaviour is also exhibited
by other properties of star polymers and can be used to obtain accurate bounds for
infinite molecular weight properties.
For the hard-sphere star polymer model, the “critical” value of σ/l is independent
of the number of arms, even for large number of arms. To demonstrate this, we plot
the variation of Ψ with N for 18-arm star polymers in figure 4. For fairly short arm
lengths, the penetration function increases for values of σ/l. However, for large arm
lengths (i.e., large enough to consider the molecule a “polymer”), we see the same
behaviour that we described above, with the same critical value of σ/l = 0.4472.
Precisely at this critical value of σ/l, Ψ remains roughly constant, nearly equal to its
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Figure 4. Variation of the penetration function with the degree of polymerization
N for f = 18 arm stars: (i) σ/l = 0.4 (circles), (ii) σ/l = 0.4472 (squares), and
(iii) σ/l = 0.5 (triangles).
asymptotic value Ψ∗ for almost all molecular weights. The condition σ/l = 0.4472,
which is identical to the value for linear chains [116], corresponds to the case when
the renormalized parameter u¯ = 1, or equivalently N ∗ = 0 [118], and the system at
any N ≫ 1 exhibits pure Kuhnian scaling behaviour (N¯ →∞).
The value of σ/l which corresponds to u¯ = 1 (i.e., σ/l = 0.4472) is independent
of the number of arms f on the star polymer; however, the asymptotic limiting
value Ψ∗(f) of the penetration function is dependent on f . An explanation for the
appearance of this type of behaviour has been offered by Li and coworkers [147]
using a Wilson-type renormalization-group argument. Comparison of the calculated
with different crossover models values for Ψ∗(f) with simulation data for f 6 41 is
given in figure 5. The solid curve in figure 5 represents the values calculated with
the crossover function obtained by Lue and Kiselev [118], and the dashed curve
corresponds to the values calculated with the Douglas-Freed model [136]. As one
can see, the Douglas-Freed crossover model even qualitatively is unable to reproduce
the simulation data for f > 6, while the crossover function by [118] is in a good
agreement with MC simulations and at f →∞ yields Ψ∗(∞) = 2.39, which is close
to the value Ψ∗(∞) = 2.13 obtained by Ohno and co-workers [45]. A summary of
Ψ∗(f) obtained from previous experimental, simulation, and theoretical studies is
given in table 1 of [55]
This same qualitative behaviour has been observed in other models for linear
[116,117,148–151] and star polymers [47,55]. However, the feature that the critical
value of the monomer-monomer interaction (in this case the hard-sphere diameter)
is independent of f does not occur in general. In fact, for some polymer models,
linear and star polymers can exhibit opposite directions of approach to Ψ∗(f). That
is, for the same monomer type and solution conditions, linear polymers approach
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Figure 5. Variation of the infinite molecular weight limit of the penetration func-
tion Ψ∗(f) with number of arms f : (i) calculated values from [118] and [136]
(lines), (ii) simulation data from [47,55,56] (empty symbols), (iii) experimental
data from [154] (antz).
Ψ∗ from below, with increasing molecular weight, while star polymers approach Ψ ∗
from above (for an example, see [47,55]). This may be due to the vicinity of the
theta temperature to the temperature at which the effective two-body interaction
parameter vB in the effective Hamiltonian of the system is nearly equal to zero, or the
same renormalized parameter u¯ = vBL
4−d = 0 [118]. In addition, many theoretical
[10,13,32], simulation [67,152] and experimental studies [15,67,69,153] have shown
that for many model polymers, there is a depression of the theta temperature due
to branching. For the hard-sphere star polymer model, θ conditions are not realized.
3.3. Interaction between two star polymers
Recently, there has been interest in studying the interaction between two isolated
star polymers. The potential of mean force w(r) is defined as the difference in the
free energy when the center of mass of two molecules are separated by a distance r
and that when they are infinitely far apart. Based on the Daoud and Cotton model
[127], a theoretical form for interaction between a pair of star polymers was proposed
by Lo¨wen and coworkers [2,66,155]. This effective pair potential was then used to
predict the behaviour of bulk solutions of star polymers [59,155] and the regions
where crystalline phases formed were found.
The potential of mean force between two star polymers at infinite dilution has
also been studied by several researchers using computer simulation methods [56,67,
68]. In figure 6, we plot the potential of mean force between two isolated 6-arm star
polymers, as obtained from Monte Carlo simulations.
The potential of mean force also approaches a “universal” form in the infinite
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Figure 6. Variation of the potential of mean force with molecular weight for
six-arm star polymers: (i) N = 20 (circles), (ii) N = 50 (squares), and (iii)
N = 100 (triangles). The open symbols are for σ/l = 0.3, the filled symbols are
for σ/l = 0.4472, and the shaded symbols are for σ/l = 1.0.
molecular weight limit. As was the case for the penetration function, there are two
directions of approach towards this limiting form. For star polymers with σ/l <
0.4472 (see open symbols), this limit is approached from below, while for polymers
with σ/l > 0.4472, this limit is approached from above. For polymers with σ/l =
0.4472, we see that the infinitely molecular weight limit is attained very rapidly.
As the number of arms in a star polymer increases, we expect the potential of
mean force to increase rapidly at very short distances r, due to the fact that the cores
of the polymers become more congested. In figure 7, we plot the Mayer f -function
for star polymers with varying numbers of arms. The Mayer f -function between two
molecules is defined as
f(r) = exp[−βw(r)]− 1, (13)
where β = 1/(kBT ). The solid line is the Mayer f -function between two hard spheres,
each of radius R, which is given by
f(r) =
{
−1 for r < 2R = 2(5/3)1/2Rg,
0 otherwise.
(14)
As the number of arms in the star polymer increases, we see that the Mayer f -
function (or, equivalently, the potential of mean force) approaches that of a hard
sphere. However, the surface of the star polymer is not sharp, but, instead, is rather
diffuse.
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Figure 7. Infinite molecular weight limit of the Mayer f -function for star polymers
with varying number of arms. The symbols are from Monte Carlo simulations for:
(i) f = 1, 2 (circles), (ii) f = 3 (squares), (iii) f = 6 (triangles-up), (iv) f = 18
(diamonds), and (v) f = 41 (triangles-down).
3.4. Crossover theory
The Edwards Hamiltonian provides a coarse-grained description of a polymer
chain with excluded-volume interactions [156,157]. For star polymers, the Edwards
Hamiltonian generalizes to [129]
H [R] =
1
2
f∑
α=1
∫ SB
0
dtα
(
∂R(tα)
∂tα
)2
+
vB
2
f∑
α,γ=1
∫ SB
0
dtα
∫ SB
0
dt′γδ(R(tα)−R(t
′
γ)), (15)
where f is the number of arms on the star polymer, SB is related to the molecular
weight of each arm of the star polymer, vB = bBd
2/l4 is an effective segment-segment
interaction parameter which measures the strength of the excluded-volume interac-
tion, and R(tα) is the position of “segment” tα on arm α of the star polymer. The
first term enforces the connectivity of the polymer, and the second term accounts
for excluded volume interactions between “segments” of the polymer. Due to the
coarse-grained nature of the Edwards Hamiltonian, it is limited to polymers with
many statistical segments [158].
When vB 6= 0, the model is not exactly solvable, and approximate methods, such
as renormalized perturbation theory, need to be used (see [159] and [160] for details).
In renormalized perturbation theory, a general property Q is given by
Z−1Q (u)Q(u, S;L) = lima→0
QB(vB, SB; a), (16)
where QB is the value of the property obtained from a bare perturbation expansion,
a is a cutoff length for the model, and L is the length scale at which the property is
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measured. The function ZQ(u) and the renormalized model parameters u = vL
ǫ and
S = Nl2/d (where ǫ = 4 − d and v is a renormalized segment-segment interaction
parameter) of the Edwards Hamiltonian are chosen to absorb the divergences of the
theory as a→ 0. The values of the renormalized parameters u and S depend on L,
but despite this, the measurable properties of the system Q should be independent
of the length scale at which they are measured. This independence leads to the
renormalization group equation, which relates the renormalized parameters of the
model at length scale LR (uR and SR) to the parameters at length scale L (u and
S). To the second order in ǫ, this is given by [116,118]
1− Y = u¯(1− u¯)−ǫ/ω
(
L2R
L2
)ǫ/2
Y ǫ/ω, (17)
SR
S
= (1− u¯)(2−1/ν)/ωe−κ(1−u¯)Y −(2−1/ν)/ωeκY , (18)
where u∗ ≈ 0.1771 [131], Y = 1 − uR, u¯ = u/u
∗, κ = 11u∗/16, and ν and ω
are universal exponents. The best estimates of these exponents are ν = 0.588 and
ω = 0.790 [131].
The results should be independent of the match point, LR. However, in practice,
since a truncated perturbation expansion is typically used, the results do depend
on the precise choice of the match point. In general, the match point is chosen to
optimize the convergence of the perturbation expansion. By choosing a match point
of L2R = fSR, the equation for the crossover function becomes [116,118]
(1− Y )2/ǫ = N¯Y 1/∆eκY , (19)
where we use the relations ∆ = ων, N¯ = fN/N∗, and N∗ is given by
N∗ = (u¯Λ)−2|1− u¯|1/∆eκ(1−u¯), (20)
where Λ−2 = L2d/l2 is a system-dependent parameter. The parameter u¯ is related
to the second virial coefficient b of the monomer-monomer interaction through the
following equation [117]
u¯ =
κ1
Λ
(
2π
3
)−3/2
b
l3
, (21)
where κ1 is a constant which will be determined later. For hard spheres of diameter
σ, b = 2πσ3/3.
To the second order in ǫ, the penetration function of a star polymer with f arms
is given by [129]
Ψ =
gd/2
8
u¯R
[
a0 +
u¯R
8
(a1 − b1) + · · ·
]
, (22)
where
g =
f 2
3f − 2
, (23)
a0 = 53/32, (24)
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a1 =
1
2
ln 2 +
7
48
+
13
8
(f − 1)(f − 2)
3f − 2
, (25)
b1 =
1
4
(f − 1)(15f − 22)
3f − 2
ln 2 +
(
9
8
ln 3−
7
4
ln 2
)
(f − 1)(f − 2)−
1
2
ln f. (26)
As observed by previous researchers [129,136], this expression, which is exact to
the second-order in ǫ, is not very accurate at low values of f and provides unphysical
negative values for the penetration function for large values of f . An explicit expres-
sion for the penetration function, which has a different form from equation (22), has
been obtained by Douglas and Freed [136]. However, as we have shown above (see
figure 5), this expression also fails to accurately reproduce the simulation data for
the penetration function with f > 6, which restricts its application to real physical
systems.
A phenomenological procedure dealing with crossover behaviour of star poly-
mers, based on a crossover approach developed earlier for simple fluids near the
second-order phase transitions [100], was developed by Lue and Kiselev [118]. In
this approach, the form of the crossover expression for the penetration function
which is valid for any number of arms f , is obtained from the ǫ-expansion, but the
values of the universal coefficients are fixed from some well established matching
conditions. Keeping the RG expression for the penetration function exact to the
second-order in ǫ, Lue and Kiselev [118] obtained
Ψ =
gd/2
8
(1− Y )
[
a0 + a1(1− Y ) + a2(1− Y )
2
1 + b1(1− Y ) + b2(1− Y )2
]
, (27)
where the parameters g, a0, a1, and b1 are defined by equation (26), and a2 and b2
are analytic functions of f
a2 = a
(0)
2 + a
(1)
2 (f − 1)(f − 2), (28)
b2 = (b
(0)
2 + b
(1)
2 g
d/2 + b
(2)
2 ln f)(f − 1)(f − 2), (29)
where parameters a
(0)
2 , a
(1)
2 , b
(0)
2 , b
(1)
2 , and b
(2)
2 are independent of the details of
the monomer-monomer interactions in the star polymer. For the coefficient a
(0)
2 =
−0.087, Lue and Kiselev [118] adopted the same value as for linear polymer [117],
which corresponds to Ψ∗(f = 1, 2) = 0.2577, while the parameters
a
(1)
2 = 2.643, b
(0)
2 = 0.662, b
(1)
2 = 0.138, b
(2)
2 = 0.357 (30)
were found from a fit of equation (27) to the Ψ∗-simulation data for 2 6 f 6 41.
Thus, the crossover model as given by equations (27)–(30) is actually a phenomeno-
logically “repaired” crossover function, exact to the second-order in ǫ.
The crossover expression for the penetration function for star polymers in this
model is completely determined by equations (27)–(29), where the crossover function
Y is given by equation (19) with ǫ = 1 (for 3-dimensional systems), and the param-
eter u¯ is calculated with equation (21). For the cases f = 1 and 2, equation (27)
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Figure 8. Crossover of the penetration function Ψ(N¯ , f) with the rescaled degree
of polymerization N¯ = fN/N∗: (i) simulation data from [118] with renormalized
values N¯ = 3.5(fNexp/N
∗) (symbols), (ii) calculated values with equation (27)
(lines).
reduces to the corresponding expression for the linear chains [see equation (26) in
[117]]. In the limit of infinitely long chains (i.e., N¯ →∞), the penetration function
reaches an asymptotic value Ψ∗(f), as discussed above (see figure 5). Noting that
for hard-sphere polymers u¯ = 1 when σ/l = 0.4472, independently of the number of
arms on the star polymer, and choosing Λ−2 = 10, we find that κ1 = 5.11654 in equa-
tion (21), as for linear chains [117]. For the hard-sphere polymers with σ/l 6 0.4472,
equation (21) is transformed to [116]
u¯ = 11.18
(σ
l
)3
. (31)
The Edwards Hamiltonian is valid only for the situation where u¯ 6 1 and Ψ(f) <
Ψ∗(f), which is the case for fully flexible polymers. Therefore, the crossover model
presented here is valid only for hard-sphere polymers with σ/l 6 0.4472. The case
u¯ > 1 describes the crossover behaviour of stiff or semiflexible polymers. We do not
consider this situation.
In figure 8, we compare simulation data for 0.1 6 σ/l < 0.4472 to the values
of the penetration function calculated with equations (27) and (30). We need to
note, that the rescaling factor of the parameter N¯ = 3.5(fNexp/N
∗) for the MC
simulation data for penetration function in figure 8 is not the same as for the center-
to-end distance in figure 2. As it was pointed out by Lue and Kiselev [118], this
corresponds to choosing a match point of L2R = 3.5fSR in equation (17), rather
than L2R = fSR adopted for linear polymer [117]. After this rescaling, excellent
agreement between the simulation data and the calculated values of the penetration
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Figure 9. Variation of the rescaled penetration function Ψ¯(N¯ , f) =
Ψ(N¯ , f)/Ψ∗(f) with the rescaled degree of polymerization N¯ = fN/N∗: (i) sim-
ulation data from [118] with renormalized values N¯ = 3.5(fNexp/N
∗) (symbols),
(ii) calculated values (line).
function is obtained in the entire range of N¯ . In figure 9 we show the rescaled
penetration function Ψ¯ = Ψ(N, f)/Ψ∗(f) as a function of the rescaled degree of
polymerization N¯ = fN/N∗. The dotted curve in figure 9 represents the values of
the rescaled penetration function Ψ¯ calculated for star polymers with f = 100. As
one can see, the two curves, calculated with f = 1 and f = 100, lie very close to each
other and, within accuracy of the simulation data, the rescaled penetration function
Ψ¯ can be considered a universal function of the parameter N¯ only. As we will show
in the next section, this conclusion is extremely important for the prediction of the
thermodynamic properties of star polymers in dilute/semidilute regimes.
4. Dilute and semidilute regimes
In the dilute and semidilute regimes, the connectivity of the polymers induces
long-range correlations between the monomer segments. The details of the monomer-
monomer interactions do not play a major role; thus, a coarse-grained description of
the polymers, such as the Edwards Hamiltonian [156,157], can be used. For a system
of star polymers, the grand partition function Ξ is given by [129]
Ξ[γ] =
∞∑
Np=0
1
Np!
∫
DR11(·)DR
2
1(·) · · ·DR
Np
f (·)
× exp
{
Np∑
k=1
f∑
α=1
∫ SB
0
dtαγ(R
k
α(tα)) −
1
2
Np∑
k=1
f∑
α=1
∫ SB
0
dtα
(
∂Rkα(tα)
∂tα
)2
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−
vB
2
Np∑
k,l=1
f∑
α,τ=1
∫ SB
0
dtα
∫ SB
0
dtτδ(R
k
α(tα)− R
l
τ (tτ ))
}
, (32)
where γ is an external field that couples to the monomers of the star polymer,
Np is the number of star polymers in the system, and R
k
α(tα) is the position of
“segment” tα on arm α of star polymer k. The first term in the argument of the
exponential accounts for the interaction of the polymer segments with the external
field γ, the second term enforces the connectivity of the polymer, and the third term
accounts for excluded volume interactions between “segments” of the polymer. Due
to the coarse-grained nature of the Edwards Hamiltonian, this approach is limited
to polymers with many statistical segments [158].
Summing all diagrams with at most one loop yields the following approximation
for the Helmholtz free energy F of the system [157,161]:
βF
V
= cp
[
ln
cp
Q0
− 1
]
+
1
2
vBf
2S2Bc
2
p +
1
2
∫
q
ln
[
1 + vBf
2S2Bcpg0
(
q2fSB
2
)]
+ · · · ,
(33)
where V is the volume of the system, Q0 is the partition function of an isolated, non-
interacting star polymer,
∫
q
→
∫
ddq/(2π)d, and g0 is the Debye scattering function,
which for star polymers is given by [162]
g0(x) =
2
x2
{
x+ f(e−x/f − 1)
[
1 +
f − 1
2
(e−x/f − 1)
]}
. (34)
This expression can be rewritten in a more useful form if we replace the “bare”
parameters of the Edwards Hamiltonian (e.g., SB, vB, etc.) with experimentally
measurable quantities (e.g., the second virial coefficient B2, penetration function Ψ,
etc.). Performing this replacement consistently to one-loop order yields [163,164]
βF
V
= cp
[
ln
cp
Q
− 1
]
+ cpX exp
[(4π)d/2Ψ
4gd/2X2
∫
q
{
ln
[
1 + 2Xg0(q
2)
]
− 2Xg0(q
2) + 2X2g20(q
2)
}
+ · · ·
]
, (35)
where X = B2cp, and g = f
2/(3f − 2).
To obtain an analytical expression for the free energy, we approximate the Debye
scattering function as [161]
g0(x) ≈
1
1 + x/µ
+ · · · , (36)
where µ is a parameter (dependent on the number of arms f on the star polymer)
which will be determined later. The integral in equation (35) can then be evaluated
analytically to yield a closed form for the free energy through
βF
V
= cp
[
ln
cp
Q
− 1
]
+ cpX exp
[
−
Ψ
4K
A(X)
]
, (37)
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where K = 2(g/µ)d/2, and A(x) = x−2[2x + 6x2 − (1 + 2x)2 ln(1 + 2x)]. This free
energy leads to a compressibility factor Z = βΠ/cp of the form
Z = 1 +X
[
1 +
Ψ
2K
B(X)
]
exp
[
−
Ψ
4K
A(X)
]
, (38)
where B(x) = x−2[2x+ 2x2 − (1 + 2x) ln(1 + 2x)].
In the semidilute regime (X ≫ 1) for extremely-large-molecular-weight poly-
mers, the compressibility factor given in equation (38) scales with the polymer con-
centration as
Z ∝ c1+Ψ
∗(f)/K
p . (39)
This should be compared with the results from scaling arguments [120,121], com-
monly referred to as des Cloizeaux’s law,
Z ∝ c1/(dν−1)p (40)
which should be independent of the polymer architecture. In order to satisfy this
scaling relation, valid in the infinite-molecular-weight limit, we must have
Ψ∗(f)
K
=
α
1− α
, (41)
where α = 2− dν ≈ 0.236.
Therefore, we find
βF
V
= cp
[
ln
cp
Q
− 1
]
+ cpX exp
[
−
κΨ¯
4
A(X)
]
, (42)
Z = 1 +X
[
1 +
κΨ¯
2
B(X)
]
exp
[
−
κΨ¯
4
A(X)
]
, (43)
where Ψ¯ is a rescaled penetration function introduced above, and κ = α/(1− α) ≈
0.3089 is a universal constant. Written in this form, the polymer architecture does
not enter explicitly into the thermodynamic properties of the system. As demon-
strated previously, the rescaled penetration function Ψ¯ with a high accuracy is a
universal function of the parameter N¯ ; the only distinction between different ar-
chitectures is the asymptotic limit of the penetration function Ψ∗. Therefore, equa-
tion (43) predicts that the equation of state in the dilute/semidilute regimes for all
polymers should approach the same limiting form, regardless of the architecture, as
the molecular weight of the polymer becomes infinitely large.
In the previous section, it was shown that there are two types of approach to the
infinite molecular weight limit, in a good solvent regime. For stiff polymers, Ψ¯ > 1,
and gradually decreases to Ψ¯ = 1 as the molecular weight increases [117,118,149,
150,165]. For fully flexible polymers Ψ¯ < 1, and gradually increases as the molecular
weight increases [117,118,149,150,165]. Therefore, according to equation (43), for
stiff polymers in the dilute/semidilute regime, we expect the compressibility factor
to decrease to the infinite-molecular-weight limit as the molecular weight of the
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Figure 10. Deviation of the equation of state from the infinite molecular weight
limit: (i) Ψ¯ = 1, infinite molecular weight limit (solid line), (ii) Ψ¯ > 1, stiff
polymer of finite molecular weight (dashed lines), and (iii) Ψ¯ < 1, flexible polymer
of finite molecular weight (dotted lines).
polymer increases, while for flexible polymers, we expect the compressibility factor
to increase. This is shown in figure 10, where the dashed lines represent polymer
systems with Ψ¯ > 1, the dotted lines represent systems with Ψ¯ < 1, and the solid
line is a system with Ψ¯ = 1 (infinite-molecular-weight limit).
In the semidilute regime, where X ≫ 1,
βΠ
cp
∼ mX pˆ, (44)
∂βΠ
∂cp
∼ m′X1+pˆ, (45)
where the prefactors m and m′ and the exponent pˆ are given by
m = (1 + κΨ¯) exp
[
−
(
3
2
− ln 2
)
κΨ¯
]
,
m′ = [2 + 3(κΨ¯) + (κΨ¯)2] exp
[
−
(
3
2
− ln 2
)
κΨ¯
]
,
pˆ = 1 + κΨ¯. (46)
In the infinite molecular weight limit, when Ψ¯ = 1, we findm ≈ 1.0202,m′ ≈ 2.3554,
and pˆ ≈ 1.3089. These values are in good agreement with those extracted from
experimental studies [162].
The apparent exponent pˆ of a large but finite polymer is controlled by the prop-
erty Ψ¯. For Ψ¯ > 1, the apparent exponent will be greater than the infinite molecular
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weight limit, while for Ψ¯ < 1, it will be lower. For most experimental systems, Ψ¯ < 1
only in a narrow region about the theta temperature.
Many experimental studies on star polymers find that the apparent exponent of
star polymers deviates from the theoretical value. We propose that this deviation is
due to the fact that the experimental systems use polymers with molecular weights
that are too small to have reached the infinite molecular weight limit and correspond
to the case where Ψ¯ 6= 1. The rate at which Ψ¯ approaches one with increasing
molecular weight depends on the details of the system (e.g., the polymer chemistry,
solvent, temperature, etc.) [13,25,62,166].
Another reason for the deviation from the expected scaling behaviour is the
approach of the concentrated regime. As the concentrated regime is approached,
the thermodynamic properties of the polymer system will deviate rapidly from the
scaling results. The above arguments apply only to “very long” polymers in the
semidilute regime. As the polymers decrease in molecular weight, the width of the
semidilute regime decreases. The actual rate at which this occurs depends on the
details of the system.
Another type of “universal” is exhibited in this region. The variation of the
osmotic pressure of the system with monomer concentration is no longer dependent
on the architecture or on molecular weight of the system; however, the form of this
function is dependent on the details of the system. In the next section, we discuss
an approach for accounting for the details of the monomer-monomer interaction.
5. Concentrated regime
5.1. “Universality” in the concentrated regime
In figure 11, we plot the variation of the osmotic pressure with the monomer
packing fraction for tangent hard-sphere linear and star polymers (σ/l = 1) with
various molecular weights. The symbols are the results of computer simulations.
The dotted line represents the pressure of a monomer hard-sphere fluid, as given by
the Carnahan-Starling equation of state [167]; the solid line is the pressure of chain
molecules in the infinite molecular weight limit, as predicted by thermodynamic
perturbation theory (TPT) [168–170]. The pressure of the polymers is lower than
that of the monomer hard-sphere fluid at the same packing fraction. This lowering
of the pressure is due to the bonds which connect the spheres in the chain fluid.
These bonds can be thought as an attractive force between the spheres, which lower
the pressure.
In the concentrated regime, the polymer molecules are highly interpenetrated,
and the monomers exist in a fairly crowded environment. The connectivity of the
monomers is felt only on a local level. One monomer segment knows that it is
connected to its immediate neighbours; however, it does not “know” that it is con-
nected to its distant (in terms of bonding along the molecule) neighbour in the
same molecule. The interactions with other monomer segments effectively screen
the long-range correlations due to the bonding constraints between monomers on
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Figure 11. Pressure of tangent-hard-sphere linear and star polymers as a function
of monomer packing fraction y: (i) linear chain with N = 51 (pluses), (ii) linear
chain with N = 201 (crosses), (iii) star polymer with f = 3 and N = 20 (circles),
(iv) star polymer with f = 4 and N = 20 (squares), (v) star polymer with
f = 5 and N = 20 (triangles), and (vi) star polymer with f = 6 and N = 20
(diamonds). The solid line is the prediction of the TPT equation of state for
linear chains as N → ∞. The dotted line is the Carnahan-Starling equation of
state for a hard-sphere monomer fluid.
the same molecule. Therefore, the connectivity can be taken into account in an
average, or mean-field, manner. Disconnecting the bonds in the system does not sig-
nificantly alter the structure of the system. That is why the approaches such as the
Flory-Huggins [171] model and thermodynamic perturbation theory (TPT) [168–
170], which account for bonding only on a local level, are successful in this regime.
Consequently, the overall architecture of the polymer does not play a significant role
in determining the thermodynamics of the system. This can be seen from figure 11,
where the results for various architectures appear to lie on the same curve.
On the other hand, the thermodynamic properties of polymers in the concentrat-
ed regime are highly dependent on the details of the monomer-monomer interactions.
This is in direct contrast to the dilute and semi-dilute regimes, where the details
of the monomer are unimportant, although the polymer architecture plays a major
role in determining the thermodynamic properties of the solution.
In figure 12, we compare the predictions of the TPT equation of state for di-
lute/semidilute tangent hard-sphere systems with Monte Carlo simulation data. In
the dilute and semidilute regions, the TPT equation of state predicts the pressure of
the system, and the results steadily worsen with the decreasing polymer concentra-
tion and with the increasing N . This is due to the fact that the connectivity of the
polymer is accounted for only at a local level, and, consequently, the TPT equation
possesses a second virial coefficient B2 which scales incorrectly with the degree of
polymerization (B2 ∝ N
2 rather than B2 ∝ N
dν). As a result, the TPT equation
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Figure 12. Equation of state of tangent hard-sphere chains in the dilute to concen-
trated regimes. The symbols are the results of computer simulations for N = 51
(circles), N = 100 (squares), N = 200 (diamonds), and N = 500 (triangles). The
lines are the predictions of the TPT equation of state for: N = 51 (solid line),
N = 100 (dashed line), N = 200 (dotted line), and N = 500 (dashed-dotted line).
of state does not yield a correct universal form for dilute to semidilute solutions of
high molecular weight polymers (see equation (43)). This conclusion applies to all
equations of state that possess a second virial coefficient that scales with molecular
weight as B2 ∝ N
2. Thus, these types of equations of state cannot properly describe
the behaviour of dilute to semidilute polymer systems.
5.2. Theoretical considerations
In the development of free energy of a polymer system in the dilute and semidilute
regimes, we employed the Edwards Hamiltonian, which neglects the details of the
monomer-monomer interactions. In the concentrated regime, however, these details
become important, and we need to incorporate them into our theory. To do this, we
look to the liquid state theory.
For simple fluids, the Helmholtz free energy can be expressed as a diagrammatic
expansion involving integrals over the Mayer f -function [172]. As in the case of
simple fluids, the free energy of a molecular fluid can be also expressed in terms
of diagrams [173,174]. However, the diagrammatic expansion for the molecular fluid
contains bonds which correspond to intramolecular bonding interactions, in addition
to the Mayer f -bonds which describe the interaction between sites not directly
bonded to each other.
Summing all diagrams with no intramolecular bonds and a subclass of diagrams
with intramolecular bonds with at most one-loop, yields the following approximation
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for the residual Helmholtz free energy F res of the molecular system
βF res(T, cp) = βF
res
ref (T,Ncp) +
V
2
∫
q
ln[1−N 2fˆ(q)cpH(q)] + · · · , (47)
where F resref is the residual Helmholtz free energy of a disconnected monomer fluid,
fˆ(q) is the Fourier transform of the Mayer f -function, and H is given by
H(q) =
1
N2
N∑
a,b=1
(1− δab)sˆab(q),
where δab is the Kronecker delta function, and sˆab(q) is the Fourier transform of the
distribution function between sites a and b in the isolated molecule with no self-
interactions. For a freely joined chain, sˆab(q) = [sin(ql)/(ql)]
|a−b| where l is the bond
length of the chain.
The first term in equation (47) sums over the diagrams with no intramolecu-
lar bonds. This term accounts for the details of the monomer-monomer interaction,
which become important at high packing fractions. The second term sums all one-
loop diagrams with at least one intramolecular bond. This term describes the in-
fluence of the bonding interactions. For a disconnected monomer fluid, the second
term vanishes, and equation (47) reduces to the residual free energy of a disconnect-
ed monomer fluid. In the limit of no monomer-monomer interactions, f(r) = 0 both
the first and the second terms vanish. Therefore, we are left with the free energy of
an ideal gas (i.e., F res = 0) of non-interacting chains.
For large molecules, the function H(q) rapidly approaches zero as q increases,
and is nonzero only for very small values of q. On the other hand, the function fˆ(q)
varies slowly with q. In this case, the product fˆ(q)H(q) is well approximated by
fˆ(0)H(q). With this replacement, we find
βF res(T, cp) = βF
res
ref (T,Ncp) +
V
2
c2pN
2fˆ(0)
−
V
2
c2pN
2fˆ(0) +
V
2
∫
q
ln[1−N 2fˆ(0)cpH(q)] + · · · . (48)
The first two terms on the right-hand side of equation (48) account for the details
of the monomer-monomer interactions. These terms are significant only when the
monomers occupy a significant fraction of space. At very low monomer concentra-
tions, they vanish. The third and fourth terms are similar to the one-loop expression
obtained from the Edwards Hamiltonian [see equation (33)]. In this case, the role
of vB is played by −fˆ(0), the role of SB is played by N , and the role of g0(q
2SB/2)
is played by H(q). This suggests that we can renormalize these terms in a similar
manner as in the previous section.
The Mayer f -function describes the correlation between two monomers due to
direct interactions. The total correlation function describes the correlation between
two monomers due to interactions mediated through intermediate monomers in the
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Figure 13. Equation of state of tangent hard-sphere chains in the dilute to concen-
trated regimes. The symbols are the results of computer simulations for N = 51
(circles), N = 100 (squares), N = 200 (diamonds), and N = 500 (triangles).
The lines are the predictions of equation (50) for: N = 51 (solid line), N = 100
(dashed line), N = 200 (dotted line), N = 500 (dashed-dotted line), and N →∞
(thick solid line).
system, in addition to direct interactions. By replacing the Mayer f -function in
equation (48) with the total correlation function of the disconnected monomer fluid
hˆref(q), we can sum over a larger class of diagrams [175,176]. Making this substitu-
tion and rearranging the terms like in the previous section, the last two terms in
equation (48) can be rewritten as
cpX¯ exp
[
Ψ
4X2
(4π)d/2
∫
q
{
ln
[
1 + X¯H(q)
]
− X¯H(q) +
1
2
X¯2H2(q)
}]
,
where X¯ = B2cpΓ1, and Γ1 = hˆref(0)/fˆ(0). Performing the same operations as in
the previous section, we find that the final expression for the residual Helmholtz free
energy is
βF res(T, cp) = βF
res
ref (T,Ncp) +
V
2
N2fˆ(0)c2p + V cpX¯ exp
[
−
Ψ
4K
A(X¯)
]
. (49)
Note that this expression inherently assumes that fˆ(0) < 0, which corresponds to
the chains in good solvent conditions.
The equation of state is given by
βΠ
cp
= 1 +NZresref (T,Ncp) +
1
2
fˆ(0)N2cp
+ X¯(1 + Γ2)
[
1 +
Ψ
2K
B(X¯)
]
exp
[
−
Ψ
4K
A(X¯)
]
, (50)
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where Zresref is the residual compressibility factor for the disconnected monomer fluid,
and Γ2 = ∂ lnΓ1/∂ ln(Ncp).
In figure 13, we plot the equation of state of tangent hard-sphere chain systems of
various molecular weight, from the dilute to concentrated regimes. The symbols are
the results of the Monte Carlo simulations, and the lines are the predictions of equa-
tion (50). As the molecular weight increases, the compressibility factor approaches
a universal function of B2cp, given by the thick dashed line. In the dilute/semidilute
regimes, where y ≪ 1, the compressibility factors for the various polymer systems
lie approximately on a single, universal curve. This behaviour is also observed ex-
perimentally for polymers in good solvents. As the fraction of space occupied by
the monomers increases, the equation of state deviates from the universal curve:
as N decreases, the deviation occurs at a lower value of B2cp. As can be seen, the
predictions of equation (50) agree well with the simulation data.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we present a crossover approach for the prediction of the confor-
mational and thermodynamic behaviour of linear [116,117,163] and star [118,164]
polymers in good solvent conditions. In the dilute regime, a critical degree of poly-
merizationN ∗ is found to play a similar role as the Ginzburg number in the crossover
theory for critical phenomena in simple fluids [100]. Polymers with 1 ≪ N ≪ N ∗
exhibit Gaussian statistics, and polymers with N ∗ ≪ N are in the Kuhnian scal-
ing regime. A crossover from Gaussian statistics to the Kuhnian regime is observed
when N ∼ N∗.
We show that for linear and star polymers there are two types of approaches
toward the good solvent limit: (i) Gaussian to the Kuhnian, and (ii) semiflexible
to the Kuhnian. In both cases, when N ≫ N ∗ the system exhibits the Kuhnian
scaling behaviour. However, in the type (i) crossover, the penetration function is
approached from below (i.e., Ψ < Ψ∗), and in the type (ii), it is approached from
above (i.e., Ψ > Ψ∗).
The crossover theory was tested against Monte Carlo simulation data for the
structure and thermodynamics of model linear polymers composed of rigidly bonded
hard spheres, interacting with a square-well attraction, above and near the theta
point. In particular, we discuss our Monte Carlo calculations for the mean-square
center-to-end distance, mean-square radius of gyration, and second virial coefficient
of f = 3 to 41 arm star polymers composed of rigidly bonded hard spheres of
varying diameters. We show that the crossover theory is in good agreement with
the simulation data for star polymers with up to f = 41 arms. The theory is also
able to accurately describe the variation of the infinite molecular weight limit of the
penetration function with the number of arms f on the star polymer, and it predicts
that Ψ∗ approaches 2.39 in the limit f →∞.
Finally, by combining polymer field theory methods with the liquid state theory,
we develop an equation of state for linear [163] and star [164] polymers in good
solvents. This equation of state captures the scaling behaviour of polymer solu-
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tions in the dilute/semidilute regimes, and also performs well in the concentrated
regimes, where the details of the monomer-monomer interactions become impor-
tant. We compare this theory to Monte Carlo simulation data for the volumetric
behaviour of tangent hard-sphere polymers.
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Зіркові полімери в добрих розчинниках від
розведеного до концентрованого режимів:
кросоверний підхід
Л.Лю 1 , С.Б.Кісєльов 2
1 Факультет хімічної технології, UMIST,
Манчестер M60 1QD, Великобританія
2 Факультет хімічної технології, Гірнича школа Колорадо,
1500 Іллінойс Ст., Голден, CO 80401–1887, США
Отримано 12 вересня 2001 р.
Подано вступ до кросоверної теорії конформаційних і термодинаміч-
них властивостей зіркових полімерів у добрих розчинниках. Кросо-
верну теорію перевірено порівнянням з даними Монте Карло обчис-
лень структурних і термодинамічних властивостей моделі зіркових
полімерів. В умовах доброго розчинника властивості зіркових полі-
мерів прямують до “універсальної” границі N →∞ ; однак, є два різ-
них способи прямування до цієї границі. В розведеному режимі, кри-
тичний ступінь полімеризації N∗ відіграє таку ж роль, як число Гінз-
бурга в теорії кросоверу в простих рідинах. Функція проникнення ви-
значає вільну енергію розчинів зіркових полімерів в розведеній і на-
піврозведеній ділянках. Це рівняння стану описує основні риси скей-
лінгової поведінки полімерних розчинів в розведеному/напіврозве-
деному режимах і добре працює також в концентрованому режимі,
де стають важливими деталі взаємодії між мономерами.
Ключові слова: зірковий полімер, комп’ютерна симуляція,
ренормалізаційна група, полімерна теорія поля
PACS: 61.25.Hq
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